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Abstract

Many species are known to be part of groupings of extremely closely related

species known as species complexes. The Bactrocera dorsalis species complex contains

at least 52 closely related species, many of which are major economic pests. In addition,

many of them cannot be accurately identified using traditional approaches and very little

is known about their systematic relationships. DNA markers may provide useful

characters for both purposes. To develop a set of DNA markers, primers for peR were

designed from conserved coding regions of an actin gene (BdAl) previously

characterized from B. dorsalis. These were used to amplify the intron region of this gene

from known Bactrocera specimens including three species found within the complex and

two from outside the complex. The amplification products obtained were cloned into

plasmid vectors and sequenced. Analysis of these intron sequences revealed

polymorphisms within and between species. From these, ten alleles were identified.

Oligonucleotides corresponding to these alleles were synthesized and used to construct

DNA arrays. The use of these arrays for genotyping and species identification was

validated using a series ofknown specimens. This approach may also be useful for other

applications including identification of unknown individuals, resolution of systematic

relationships, monitoring routes of dispersal and assessing the origins of new infestations

of these pests. The ability to rapidly and accurately identify species causing infestations

may be a significant factor in reducing the damage and economic impact of such pests.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Amongst many organisms that we study, complexes of extremely closely related

species exist. Due to the nature of the close relationships of species within a complex,

traditional taxonomic approaches to identify individual species, mainly based on

morphological characteristics, are often inadequate. Molecular approaches may provide

alternative methods to reveal variation and identify characteristics that may be useful for

identifying species and resolving relationships between them. An additional benefit of a

molecular approach can be that when DNA-based techniques are employed, even limited

amounts of material from any stage of the life cycle can often be used for the analysis.

My work reported here is on the use of DNA arrays for molecular taxonomic and

systematic studies of species within the Bactrocera dorsalis complex. This work

describes the use of an actin gene, in conjunction with EPIC-PCR, to identify and design

species and allele specific oligonucleotides from the variable intron regions of this gene

using known specimens. These species-specific oligonucleotides will in tum be used to

construct DNA arrays. Ultimately, a database of species-specific DNA marker sequences

will be created for the use with DNA arrays to make identifications for both known and

unknown specimens.

1.1 Taxonomy and Systematics

1.1.1 General Concepts

Taxonomy is classically defined as the identification, naming and classification of

living things. Taxonomists have the challenge of using morphological and behavioral

characteristics to describe and identify organisms. Names are assigned to the organism
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based on rules like those set forth by Linnaeus in the l700s. This allows for

classification into systematic categories such as species, genus, and so on. One caveat is

that rules devised for naming a type of organism, such as an animal, may not be

applicable to other types of organisms such as plants or bacteria (Quicke, 1993; Tenter et

aI.,200l).

Taxonomy is an evolving area of biology that takes into account different

opinions and procedures. In the scientific literature, some authors have used the terms

taxonomy and systematics synonymously because of their associated activities. Others

consider taxonomy to be a subdiscipline of systematics (Quicke, 1993). It has become

'fashionable' again because of the change in internet technology (bioinformatics) and the

biodiversity crisis facing the planet (Mallet & Willmott, 2003).

Systematics, like the term taxonomy, can be defined in numerous ways.

Systematics is the study of the relationships of living things based on taxonomic and

evolutionary criteria. Subsections of systematics can include taxonomy, nomenclature,

classification, and phylogenetics (Quicke, 1993; Monis, 1999). Systematics is basically a

comparative study of the diversity present in the biological world. It also provides the

description, definition, and explanation of the relationships among organisms at each

taxonomic level (Monis, 1999). The information systematists use to infer relationships

may be derived from fields like population genetics, evolution, ecology, anatomy, and

paleontology (Quicke, 1993).

During the twentieth century, systematics under went rapid changes as new

methodologies for estimation; computational analyses and molecular techniques were

introduced and applied (Mortiz & Hillis, 1996). Most recently, this course of change has
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lead to development of what is now called molecular systematics. Molecular systematics

incorporates molecular markers (i.e., DNA sequences, protein sequences, etc.) in the

study of systematic relationships (Monis, 1999) both at the level of intraspecific and

interspecific variation (Moritz & Hillis, 1996). Molecular systematics can be applied to

the evolutionary relationships of taxa as well as to studies of population structure and the

detection of species boundaries (Baverstock & Mortiz, 1996). Theoretically, when

molecular systematics is used in addition to traditional taxonomic approaches, a natural

classification will eventually transpire (Monis, 1999).

1.1.2 Traditional Approaches

Conventional taxonomic and systematic approaches have typically been based on

the information gathered from morphology, behavior, or other features easily observed on

organisms. Morphological information may range from the ultrastructural level up to the

gross anatomical level. Behavioral studies include courtship songs and displays. These

activity patterns have also been used to identify species (Quicke, 1993). These kinds of

characteristics have also been incorporated into traditional approaches based on

morphometrics, phenetics, and cladistics to identify and classify species.

Morphometries. Morphometrics is the study of physical variation and its

covariation with other variables (e.g., time, space, composition, ecology, and phylogeny)

(MacLeod, 2002). Morphometric measurements may include parameters such as body

length, body depth, head length, eye diameter, and jaw length (Howe, 2002). Both

genetic and environmental constraints affect a number ofmorphological character states

(Begg & Waldman, 1999).
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Phenetics. Known today as numerical taxonomy, in phenetic approaches

organisms are grouped based on overall similarity (Avise, 1994) with no regard to

phylogeny. The study ofphenetics is based on character data measured as variations on a

series of separate characters, each with various possible states. These measurements are

often converted to a distance matrix (Quicke, 1993; Mortiz & Hillis, 1996). The results

may be illustrated in a phenogram (Quicke, 1993).

Cladistics. Cladistics attempts to define the phylogenetic relationships among

taxa based on shared, derived characters (Avise, 1994). Discrete characters are analyzed

and the results are diagrammatically represented in a cladogram (Quicke, 1993). The

overall goal of cladistics is to uncover the correct evolutionary relationships among taxa

based on specific character states (Avise, 1994).

Limitations ofTraditional Approaches. In traditional taxonomic studies, the

phenotypes rather than the genotypes of species were being addressed (Beebe & Cooper,

2000). As only a limited number of species and characters could be examined, no one

approach could be universally applied for the delineation of species or in the resolution of

their systematic relationships (Quicke, 1993). Also, as the number of species described

increases, the use of morphological characteristics (based mainly on adult morphology)

for the purposes of identification becomes a more difficult task (Beebe & Cooper, 2000).

As a result, many species are poorly characterized or defined (Monis, 1999) and many

others have yet to be described or discovered. Taxonomy has since expanded to include

other fields of biology. Ultimately, molecular characters, derived directly from an

individual's genome, may be less ambiguous and more practical for defining species and

their biological relationships (Beebe & Cooper, 2000).
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1.1.3 Molecular Approaches

Many tools are available to produce the information needed for molecular

systematics. These include tools based on DNA analysis, protein variants (allozymes)

and cytogenetic examination of banding patterns or characteristics on chromosomes

(Moritz & Hillis, 1996). Of these, DNA based techniques have several advantages.

DNA is found within nearly every cell of an organism, so samples can be obtained from a

wide variety of material. DNA based analyses can also usually be performed using

material from any stage of an organism's life cycle. In addition, the number ofpossible

permutations of DNA sequences creates a vast array of variation that may be used to

distinguish organisms. DNA is also relatively stable and can withstand various

environmental insults (Dowling et aI., 1996). Some of the specific methods ofDNA

analysis in molecular systematics include DNA-DNA hybridization (Werman et aI.,

1996), microsatellites (Litt & Luty, 1989), RFLP (Dowling et aI., 1996), RAPD

(Williams et aI., 1990), AFLP (Vos et aI., 1995), direct DNA sequencing (Hillis et aI.,

1996), and DNA arrays (Anthony et aI., 2001).

DNA Sequencing. In some respects, nucleic acid sequencing represents the

ultimate method for the detection of variation. DNA sequencing is applied in molecular

systematics in several areas. These include studies of the evolution of genes, including

how new alleles or loci come into existence; and phenomena such as convergence and

selection. This can be useful for molecular systematic studies focusing on the

evolutionary history of organisms and alleles within species including studies of

geographic variation, gene flow, and hybridization. Another area that uses DNA

sequence data extensively focuses on the phylogenetic reconstruction of species
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relationships using allelic genealogies. Finally, DNA sequence variation can also be used

to document genetic variation within populations as well as between closely related

species (Hillis et aI., 1996).

In spite of the many potential applications and advantages that DNA sequencing

offers, this approach has its drawbacks. The gene one chooses to study must be

appropriate to answer the biological question being considered as to avoid using a

particular gene that is uninformative (Mallet & Willmott, 2003). The aligning of

sequences (Seberg et aI., 2003) and the ability to discern orthologs from paralogs may be

problematic as well (Lipscomb et aI., 2003). Sequencing is also still laborious and

relatively expensive compared to other techniques when examining multiple individuals

and loci (Hillis et aI., 1996). In addition, sequence data often contains many errors.

Finally, attempting to genotype individuals based on an analysis of sequence data alone

can be difficult (Wendel & Doyle, 1998). As a result of the limitations, some other

methods of DNA analysis have often been employed in molecular systematic studies.

DNA-DNA Hybridization. DNA-DNA hybridization is an indirect way of

accessing the difference or similarity of sequences between DNAs of different species.

This technique takes advantage of the base pairing properties ofDNA. In the presence of

heat, for example, double stranded DNA may be converted into a single stranded form.

Upon cooling, homoduplexes or heteroduplexes between the two strands may be formed.

Differences in the rates at which these strands are formed can indicate sequence

differences (Eickhoff et aI., 2002). With regards to intraspecific studies, this technique

has been employed several times to evaluate interindividual and interpopulational

sequence divergence and diversity. This method has also been used in interspecific
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studies to help understand the phylogenetic relationships of various species and higher

taxa (Werman et aI., 1996).

DNA Markers. DNA markers are heritable characters that can exist in multiple

states. DNA based markers may be used as reliable and discrete characters to aid in the

speed and accuracy of species identification. Two broad categories of DNA based

markers are organelle (mitochondria and chloroplasts in plants) makers and nuclear

markers (Sunnucks, 2000). Each of these has advantages and disadvantages in a given

situation. In general, mitochondrial markers have been useful in many molecular

systematic applications (Avise, 1993; Hillis et aI., 1996; Tautz et aI., 2003), but of

particular interest here is the use of nuclear DNA marker sequences. Nuclear genes,

consisting of single copy genes and gene families (Dowling et aI., 1996) may be useful

for studying variation within species and between closely related species. Since nuclear

genes are inherited biparentally, the genetic characteristics of both sexes are reflected

(Palumbi & Baker, 1994). In addition, some nuclear genes appear to evolve faster

resulting in greater variability (Li & Graur, 1991). This may be useful when comparing

closely related species and genera (Soltis & Soltis, 1998).

1.1.3.1 Types ofMarker Sequences

Microsatellites. Microsatellites are groups of tandemly repeated DNA sequences

(Litt & Luty, 1989) as short as 2bp in length (Haymer, 1994). These repeats tend to be

highly polymorphic in the genomes of most organisms. Microsatellite uses range from

the identification of individuals to genomic mapping to phylogenetic studies (Chambers

& MacAvory, 2000). They can also be used to study intraspecific species variation and

for the monitoring of gene flow within and between populations (Beebe & Cooper,
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2000). The size polymorphisms that are produced allow multiple alleles at a particular

locus to be visualized and heterozygotes to be identified (Feral, 2002). In conjunction

with the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), microsatellites from biological samples ofpast

and present populations can often be studied (Dowling et aI., 1996). Microsatellites are

generally generated by multiplexed PCRs (Wolfe and Liston, 1998). Therefore, not all

the primer pairs will amplify with the same efficiency. In addition, there are many

experimental problems that may arise. For example, when evaluating microsatellite loci,

amplification and interpretation of the results may be troublesome as the sequences

flanking these areas may undergo insertion and/or deletions. Furthermore, null alleles

may also exist (Beebe & Cooper, 2000). Finally, new microsatellites and primer sets for

PCR amplification are usually required for each species or group of species being studied

(Dowling et aI., 1996).

Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms. Restriction fragment length

polymorphisms (RFLP) are variations in lengths of DNA fragments that are identified by

specific endonucleases (Dowling et aI., 1996). Variability in banding patterns occurs as a

result of restriction sites that are gained or eliminated via mutations (Quicke, 1993; Avise

1994; Dowling et aI., 1996). The main feature ofRFLP analysis is that it is a powerful

and rapid means of genotyping. The limitation is also that RFLPs may not reflect the

homologous mutation events (Griffiths et aI., 1999). Once RFLPs are identified, a profile

of sequences is easily generated and the location of these sequences within a genome can

be known (Jeffreys et aI., 1990). However, length polymorphisms do not reflect all the

genetic variation present (Dowling et aI., 1996). Furthermore, new markers are often not

easy to find (Neff et aI., 2002).
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PCR-RFLP. It is also possible to combine the methods ofPCR and RFLP in a

technique referred to as PCR-RFLP. Here, a specific set of primers is used to amplify a

DNA region of particular interest, and restriction endocuclease(s) cleave the amplified

fragments. The restriction profiles generated can be separated by gel electrophoresis

(Gasser, 1999). As an alternative to sequencing, the genotypes of individuals can often

be directly analyzed based on the allelic variants revealed (He & Haymer, 1997). RFLP

and PCR-RFLP can be applied to as wide ofa range of problems that DNA sequencing

addresses (Quicke, 1993). The PCR-RFLP approach has also been recently redesignated

as cleaved amplified polymorphic sequences or CAPS markers. An on-line program

called, dCAPs Finder 2.0, is available to assist with issues surrounding the sometimes

difficult task of locating suitable restriction enzyme recognition sites (Neff et al., 2002).

Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA. The method of random amplified

polymorphic DNA (RAPD) is also a PCR-based approach used to analyze DNA. This

method uses single arbitrary sequences to amplify anonymous fragments of genomic

DNA. Variation is detected by size polymorphisms and the presence or absence of bands

visualized after gel electrophoresis (Williams et al., 1990). These variations often appear

to be inherited in a Mendelian manner (Beebe & Cooper, 2000). Black (1993) has

reviewed RAPD applications, including systematic and population studies.

There are numerous advantages of this technique. No prior sequence information

is necessary. Sequencing and cloning is also not required, as the amplified DNA will

result in presence/absence polymorphisms. This relatively non-labor intensive and cost

effective technique also requires only small amounts of DNA. In theory, a plethora of

possible DNA markers can be generated using primers already at hand (Wolfe & Liston,
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1998). On the other hand, unresolved questions about the number of loci involved, the

level of variation that is revealed and its reproducibility continue to limit the use of this

method (Beebe & Cooper, 2000).

Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism. The amplified fragment length

polymorphism (AFLP) approach involves a selective amplification of restriction

fragments from a total digest of genomic DNA (Vos et aI., 1995). AFLP can be thought

of as non-targeted PCR because restriction fragments can be detected without prior

knowledge of the nucleotide sequence (Beebe & Cooper, 2000). This method allows

DNA-based polymorphisms to be detected because of the large number of restriction

fragments that are amplified at the same time (Feral, 2002). The positive features of this

technique are that no prior knowledge of the organism's genome is required, and

sequencing or cloning is not required as polymorphisms are detected by the presence or

absence of bands. Disadvantages of this technique include the lengthy protocol that one

must complete to acquire even initial results (Wolfe & Liston, 1998). In addition, it

requires DNA that is not degraded or low in molecular weight (Beebe & Cooper, 2000).

Introns and EPIC-PCR. Introns are intervening sequences that are non-coding

stretches of DNA within genes (Quicke, 1993). Coding regions flanking these regions

are in some cases highly conserved. Introns tend to evolve relatively fast and are often

variable compared to other types of sequences. In addition, introns are apparently

selectively neutral (Li & Graur, 1991) at least in terms of the evolutionary forces that

impact coding regions (Palumbi, 1996).

To analyze these sequences, primers can be designed to anneal to the conserved

coding regions so that PCR amplification can be directed across the more variable intron
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regions. This technique is termed EPIC-PCR, an acronym for exon-primed intron

crossing PCR. The information obtained from sequencing these products can provide

high-resolution allelic genealogies. Coupled with restriction fragment length

polymorphism analysis of the PCR products, these sequences can also be used to reveal

allelic variation and genotypes present in wild populations (Lessa & Applebaum, 1993).

With its wide range of uses and appropriate polymorphic regions, this system can be an

excellent molecular approach to use when conducting interspecific and intraspecific

studies (Lessa, 1992; Slade et aI., 1993).

DNA Arrays. DNA arrays are basically an updated version of some of the more

traditional techniques of DNA-DNA hybridization. Many of these methods for DNA

characterization are based on the base pairing properties of DNA. Whether full or

partially complementary double helices are formed, the hybridization events tend to

remain constant. In the case of arrays, the target, one of the single stands, is fixed on a

solid support such as nylon membranes or glass slides. The other strand, called the

probe, is present in solution. Once the probe is labeled, either with or without

radioactivity, hybridization events between the probe and target occurs on the solid

support where the target is fixed based on the normal rules of base pairing interactions.

Hybridization with various probes can be used to characterize either known or unknown

targets. The situation where the target DNA is known and hybridization probe is not

defined is often encountered when DNA arrays are used (Eickhoff et aI., 2002). With

DNA arrays, a series of hybridizations can occur rapidly at the same time, which makes it

a useful DNA characterization tool (Anthony et aI., 2001) when one wants to study

simultaneously more than one genetic locus.
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DNA arrays can be used for gene expression studies and genotyping. For

genotyping applications, arrays can detect polymorphic regions in DNA, which allows

alleles at various loci from multiple samples to be identified (Lander, 1999). This

approach has been used to identify bacterial pathogens (Anthony et aI., 2001; Monis et

aI., 2002). Phylogenies may also be inferred from DNA array results based on the

comparison ofmarker distribution within and between species (Steinmetz et aI., 2000).

For molecular systematic studies of closely related species found in the Bactrocera

dorsalis complex, we have chosen to develop DNA arrays that can be used for species

identification and individual genotyping.

1.2. Species and Species Complexes

1.2.1 Species Definitions

What is a species? This question is both debatable and problematic because there

are many ways to define this term. Avise (1994) simply refers to species as units of

evolution. Hillis et aI. (1996) describes a species as a "cohesive historical lineage of

ancestral-descendent populations of organisms that maintains its identity from other such

lineages. A species comes into being at a branching event (one lineage becomes two or

more lineages) and ceases to exist either at a branching event (when it gives rise new

species) or when the lineage is terminated through extinction."

For organisms that can reproduce sexually, a number of species definitions have

been proposed to include a reproductive component. The biological species concept, for

example, states that species are "groups of actually or potentially interbreeding natural

populations which have reproductively been isolated from other such groups" (Avise,
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1994). Other specialized definitions include, the phylogenetic and the evolutionary

species concepts (these and other concepts are reviewed in Avise, 1994).

Species are also groups of populations, and populations are dynamic entities that

are constantly evolving and changing. A population or deme can be defined as members

of one species inhabiting the same area with the potential for interbreeding. In these

demes, the allele and genotype frequencies will remain constant from one generation to

the next if the conditions set forth by Hardy and Weinberg are met (Quicke, 1993).

However, in the real world, a number of factors act on the genetic variation in

populations. The presence of local variation can be affected by new mutations,

migration, drift and selection. Drift occurs in nearly all populations, but its effects are

also often more pronounced in smaller populations. Selection is a mechanism that may

change the genetic makeup of populations (Feral, 2002).

1.2.2 Species Complexes

The problems of defining species can also be compounded by the existence of

groups of extremely closely related species sometimes referred to as species complexes.

These groupings have also been referred to as sibling species, cryptic species, species

swarms, or species clusters. In a species complex, individual species often cannot be

correctly identified via the standard morphological characters used to distinguish one

from another (White & Elson-Harris, 1992). Within these complexes, although species

may not be morphologically distinct from one another upon visual examination, genetic

variation may still exist among them. This variation must somehow be detected in order

to make the correct species identification (Mayr, 1996).
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Species complexes are usually detected after character analyses reveals that the

organisms previously thought to be a single species actually embody two or more closely

related species whose minute variations went unnoticed. Species complexes exist

amongst insects (Camponotus ants (Macaranas et al., 2001)), plants (Heliconinus

(Jiggins, 1998)), and many other organisms. The oriental fruit fly complex, for example,

the focus of this study, consists of at least fifty-two closely related species (Drew &

Hankcock, 1994). The complex is considered to include the most economically

important agricultural crop pests in the Asia-Pacific region. Millions of dollars are spent

on eradication efforts. For these efforts, it is critical to be able to rapidly and accurately

identify the actual species causing the infestation in agricultural areas (Armstrong &

Couey, 1989).

1.3 Bactrocera dorsalis Complex

1.3.1 General Tephritidae Information

The genus Bactrocera is included in the Dipteran family Tephritidae (White &

Elson-Harris, 1992). This family consists of about 4, 500 recognized species arranged in

500 genera (Drew & Hancock, 1994). Tephritidae are found worldwide, with the most

diversity in the tropics (Norrbom, 2001). Some species of this family attack a wide array

of agricultural commodities. These pests often have broad geographic distribution and

host range, and are capable of traveling long distances to take up residence in areas other

than their native range. Their depredations on crops that are grown commercially result

in enormous losses. Some Tephritid species have also been used as important biological

agents against weeds (White & Elson-Harris, 1992; Norrbom, 2001).
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1.3.2 Systematics ofBactrocera and the Bactrocera dorsalis Complex

Background. Within the Tephritid subfamily Dacinae, two genera, Dacus and

Bactrocera, are now recognized (Drew & Hancock, 1994). Until 1989, only Dacus had

been recognized (Muraji & Nakahara, 2001). At this time, those species with "fused

abdominal tegra" remained in Dacus and those without became part of the genus

Bactrocera (Michaux & White, 1999). Within the Bactrocera, there are a number of

agricultural pest species and a few species complexes. Ofparticular interest here is the

Bactrocera dorsalis complex, which has at least 52 known species in the Asia-Pacific

region. B. dorsalis, the type species for this complex, is a major pest that was first

detected in Hawaii in 1946 (Drew and Hancock, 1994). This pest is polyphagous (feeds

on many different kinds of food). Its life cycle includes the following stages: egg, three

larval instars, pupa, and adult. It can survive in different climates and is highly mobile

(White & Elson-Harris, 1992; Norrbom, 2001). This pest also infests a variety of fruits

and other commodities (White & Elson-Harris, 1992).

Traditional Classification Approaches within Tephritidae. Traditional

taxonomic and systematic approaches used in Tephritid studies were mainly based on

morphological characteristics. Norrbom (2001) states that the shape of the subcosta has

generally been considered the best diagnostic character for adult Tephritids. Many

species in the subfamily Dacinae can be distinguished by patterns of colors on their body

as well as their body bristles (Drew & Hancock, 1994). Besides morphology, other

studies undertaken for various fruit fly species were chemical analysis of male

pheromones, courtship and mating behaviors, and host-plant associations (White &

Elson-Harris, 1992; Norrbom, 2001).
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Revisions in the classification and taxonomy of the genus Bactrocera, like many

other genera, have dated back to its first recognition. The analyses of questionable

morphological characters used in earlier taxonomic studies may be a contributing factor.

In addition, no one particular diagnostic character is the major focus of all taxonomic

studies, as different groups have or will use different characters (Muraji & Nakahara,

2001). Furthermore, a number of species complexes and/or sibling species exist in this

genus and many species remain undescribed. To add to this problem, existing taxonomic

keys are deemed inadequate in most cases because almost all of the descriptions of

morphological characters are available only for adult stage material. Moreover, many

species in this genus have overlapping host characteristics, which makes species

identification even more difficult (White & Elson-Harris, 1992; Drew & Hancock, 1994).

Due to these factors, new approaches must be employed to distinguish species and

resolve relationships between them.

Molecular Approaches within Tephritidae. Although the use of morphological

characteristics for routine identifications should and will continue, other approaches have

been used to study Tephritid species. For example, Han & McPheron (1997) used

mitochondrial DNA to study the systematics ofa wide range of Tephritid species, which

included some species from the Bactrocera and Rhagoletis genera. In regards to

Bactrocera, the data suggests that the Ceratini and Dacini tribe, which are part of the

monophyletic subfamily Dacinae, are closely related. Within the tribe Dacini, the genus

Bactrocera is grouped with Dacus. As for Rhagoletis, their data implies that it is part of

the tribe Carpomyini and that this genus is not monophyletic. With the elucidation of

these types of molecular systematic relationships at the levels of subfamilies and tribes, a
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better framework may exist to address the relationships of Tephritid species at other

taxonomic levels.

Other molecular systematic studies within the genus Bactrocera include the work

of Armstrong et al. (1997) who used nuclear DNA to generate diagnostic species markers

for the accurate identification of some members of the B. dorsalis complex. The

detection ability was dependent on the restriction enzyme used and only some species

could be distinguished from one another. Muraji and Nakahara (2001) used

mitochondrial DNA to determine the relationships of six species within the B. dorsalis

complex. Their data reports some variability in mitochondrial DNA of these species, but

that the relationships among species such as B. dorsalis, B. philipinesis, B. papayae and

B. carambolae could not be resolved suggesting the possibility of interbreeding and

introgression among these sibling species.

Cytogenetic and allozyme analyses have also been conducted on some species

within the B. dorsalis complex. Baimai et al. (1995) documented five different forms of

mitotic karyotypes in wild samples of B. dorsalis and undescribed B. dorsalis like

specimens. However, it is not clear how useful such cytological analyses might be for

distinguishing other species within this complex. Yong (1995) conducted a study using

allozymes to examine the genetic variations in the relationships of five species within the

B. dorsalis complex. He found that of the 17 loci studied, three of the species could be

distinguished but the other two, B. dorsalis and B. papayae, could not. This implies that

these species are extremely closely related. No other allozyme studies have been

reported for these or other species within the B. dorsalis complex.
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One additional area that has been investigated in molecular systematic terms

involve population studies. Within Tephritid species at the population level, He &

Haymer (1999) used nuclear DNA sequences to detect genetic diversity in worldwide

geographic populations of Ceratitis capitata. This study considered both the

relationships of established populations and the probable origins of newly arising

populations. He & Haymer (1997) used nuclear DNA sequences from the intron of the

actin gene, BdAl to identify genetic variability in different B. dorsalis populations. Their

data revealed that variation exists both within and between populations ofB. dorsalis.

The examination of the genetic composition of populations within species such as B.

dorsalis as well as for other members of the complex will likely be of critical importance

for identification purposes and the resolution of these systematic relationships.

It is clear that much remains unknown and unresolved about these species and

their relationships. More extensive molecular studies on these and other members of

species within the B. dorsalis complex may provide tools to accurately identify these

species as well as to determine their systematic relationships.

1.4 Actin

1.4.1 General Background

The actin protein is widely present in eukaryotic cells. It is essential for

cytoskeletal makeup and muscle function. The function of cytoskeletal actin includes

structural support, cytokinesis, and transport. The muscle specific actins aid in the

building of myofibril structures, which are necessary for muscle activity to occur (Lodish

et al., 2000).
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Some organisms such as yeasts have a single actin gene, while other organisms

have several actin genes (Lodish et aI., 2000). As a multi-gene family, the actins may

have evolved from gene duplications followed by divergence of the duplicated copies

during evolution (Ohta, 1983; Maeda & Smithies, 1986). The amino acid sequences of

actin gene coding regions tend to be conserved (Li & Graur, 1991), but at the DNA level,

less conservation is seen primarily due to synonymous changes (He & Haymer, 1992).

Introns of actin genes are variable within and between species both in terms of sequence

and position within the gene (He & Haymer, 1994). These variable regions of actin

genes may be ideal for evaluating the genetic diversity within and between closely related

species as well as resolving relationships between them.

1.4.2 Previous Work Done and Future Plans

BdAI is a muscle specific actin gene that was previously isolated, cloned and

characterized from Bactrocera dorsalis (Figure 1.1). It is about 2.4 kb in length and has

one intron (He & Haymer, 1994). PCR primers for BdAI were designed using conserved

exon sequences immediately flanking the intron (Figure 1.1). The resulting PCR

products are 279bp in length, 99bp of which is the intron. This approach was used to

amplify intron sequences ofBdAI from individuals representing two different laboratory

strains from Puna, Hawai'i and Okinawa as well as three different wild Bactrocera

dorsalis populations from Kaua'i & Moloka'i, Hawai'i and Thailand. Sequence analysis

of these products revealed 3 different alleles (AI, A2, and A3) occurring at different

frequencies in these populations. Using these sequences, restriction enzyme digestions

using CfoI and Ndell (restriction enzymes) were used in a protocol designed RFLP

analysis to identify the alleles present in an individual for genotyping. The results of this
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study validated the idea that intron sequence variation can successfully be used to access

and quantify levels of genetic diversity within and between B. dorsalis populations (He &

Haymer, 1997). Here we have extended this analysis to include other Bactrocera species,

focusing on species found within the B. dorsalis complex. We will use the

polymorphisms identified in these intron sequences to identify characters that maybe

used in a DNA array type format for identification, genotyping and the resolution of

systematic relationships of species within the B. dorsalis complex.

BdAIFl

- 2.4 Kb
Intron

....
BdAIBl

_ exon

intron

.. primer

Figure 1.1 BdAl (actin gene) showing the location ofPCR primers and EPIC-PCR
strategy (Adapted from He & Haymer, 1997).
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

Fly Strains. The Bactrocera species used in this study are listed in Table 2.1. The

dorsalis laboratory strain used in this study originated from Puna, Hawai' i and has been

maintained in our laboratory for a number of years. Samples of another laboratory reared

dorsalis strain from Okinawa Island, Japan were provided by Dr. Tadashi Teruya of the

Naha Plant Protection Office. Dr. Po-Yung Lai of the National Pingtug University of

Science and Technology provided samples of a wild dorsalis strain from Pingtung,

Taiwan. Specimens from two laboratory reared Bactrocera strains, Bactrocera

carambolae and Bactrocera papayae were provided by Dr. Keng Hong Tan of Malaysia.

Dr. Don McInnis of the USDA provided samples from another Bactrocera carambolae

strain from Saramacca, Suriname.

1 t thO tudy.dtT bl 21 B ta e . . ac rocera speCIes use o compJe e IS s
Species Origins

Bactrocera dorsalis Puna, Hawai' i
Okinawa Island, Japan
Pingtung, Taiwan
Kalaheo, Kaua' i, Hawai' i
Thailand

Bactrocera carambolae Malaysia
Saramacca, Suriname
Thailand

Bactrocera papayae Malaysia

Bactrocera latifrons Hawai'I

Bactrocera tryoni Australia
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Enzymes. Proteinase K, RNase A and all restriction endonucleases were

purchased from Roche Molecular Biochemicals. These enzymes were used according to

manufacturer recommendations.

Chemicals. Whenever possible, molecular biology grade chemical reagents were

used.

PCR and Other Systems Products. All PCR reagents (AmpliTaq® DNA

polymerase, lOX PCR Buffer II, 25mM MgCh) were obtained from Applied Biosystems

with the exception of the 10mM dNTPs from Roche Molecular Biochemicals. Primer

oligonucleotides were synthesized by Operon Technologies.

The TA Cloning Kit® for the cloning of PCR amplified DNA into the pCR®2.1

plasmid vector was obtained from Invitrogen. This kit includes One Shot® TOP10

chemically competent E. coli cells for the transformation of ligation products via heat

shock.

Plasmid DNAs were purified using the QIAprep® Spin Miniprep Kit from

Qiagen, Inc.

DNA was purified from agarose gels using the GENECLEAN® Kit from Bio

101, Inc.

Non-radioactive labeling and detection of probes was accomplished using the Dig

system from Roche Molecular Biochemicals.

DNA arrays were constructed using the 48-well S&S Minifold® I Slot Blot

Filtration Manifold unit from Schleicher & Schuell.

PCR Primers. From a muscle specific actin gene (BdAl) previously cloned and

characterized from the Oriental fruit fly (Re & Raymer, 1994), peR primers were
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designed using the Mac Vector (Kodak) program to amplify the intron sequences using

sites in the exon sequences immediately flanking the intron (He & Haymer, 1997). The

sequence for the forward primer, designated BdA1F1, is 5'

CTTGGGCATGGAATCGTGTG-3' (20-mer). The reverse primer, BdAIBl, is 5'

TTGATGGTCGAAGGTGCGAG-3' (20-mer). Using these primers, a single fragment

of279 bp (1605-1883), of which 99 bp is the intron, is normally produced in B. dorsalis.

The same primers were successfully used to amplify the same region in the other

Bactrocera species used in this study.

2.2 Methods

Isolation ofGenomic DNA. Genomic DNA was isolated using the Lifton

procedure as described in Anleitner & Haymer (1992). For live specimens, adult flies

were placed at -20°C for 15-20 minutes prior to grinding. For flies stored in ethanol, the

excess ethanol was first blotted away on a paper towel. The individual flies were then

immersed in 300lli of Lifton Grind Buffer and stored overnight at 4°C. For

homogenization, adult flies were individually placed into a blue Kontes 1.5ml tube on ice

with 250111 of Lifton Grind Buffer (0.2M sucrose; 50mM EDTA, pH 8.0; 100mM Tris,

pH 9.0; 0.5% SDS). After homogenization, the homogenizer was rinsed with an

additionallOOll1 of Lifton Grind Buffer. The homogenate was filtered into a fresh 1.5ml

polypropylene tube through a Icc syringe containing sterile polyester fiberfill. To

achieve a final concentration ofO.2mg/ml, 4.81l1 of 14.4mg/ml or 3.51l1 of20mg/ml

Proteinase K was added and then incubated at 65°C for one hour. 38111 of cold 8M

potassium acetate was added to the mixture. This was incubated at -20°C for a minimum

of one hour. Following this, the mixture was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm at 4°C for 15
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minutes. The supernatant was retrieved and placed into a new 1.5ml polypropylene tube.

Two volumes of95% ethanol (stored at room temperature) were added to the tube. The

tube was inverted for mixing purposes and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm at 4°C for 15

minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet containing the DNA was

resuspended in 200fll ofTE, pH 8.0. RNase A (lfll of 1Omg/ml) was added to achieve a

final concentration of 50mg/ml to the resuspended pellet followed by incubation at room

temperature for 10 minutes. Phenol extraction was done twice by adding 200fll of the

phenol:CHISM mixture. The top (aqueous) layer from the second phenol:CHISM

extraction was transferred to a new 1.5ml microcentrifuge tube. The addition of 0.1

volume of 3M sodium acetate, pH 6.0 and 2 volumes of cold 95% ethanol to the new tube

allowed the DNA to precipitate for one hour or overnight at -20°C. The mixture was

pelleted by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm at 4°C for 15 minutes. The supernatant was

discarded and 500fll of cold 70% ethanol was used to wash the pellet. Followed by

another centrifugation at 10,000 rpm at 4°C for 5 minutes, the supernatant was removed

and the pellet was vacuum dried. The pellet was resuspended in 20fll ofTE, pH 8.0 and

1fll was loaded into the well of a 1% agarose gel to check the extraction results.

Polymerase Chain Reaction (peR). The final volume of all PCR mixtures was

25fll. Each contained filtered ddHzO, IX PCR Buffer II, 1.5mM MgClz, 0.2 mM dNTPs,

5pmol of each primer, approximately lOng of DNA template, and 1U of AmpliTaq®

DNA polymerase. All other reagents, excluding the primers (Operon Technologies),

template DNA, and dNTPs (Roche Molecular Biochemicals), were supplied from

Applied Biosystems.
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The PCR amplifications were done using a Perkin Elmer 2400 thermocycler and

consisted of the following cycle parameters. A 2 minute initial denaturation at 94°C (1

time) followed by 30 cycles ofa 1 minute denaturation at 94°C, a 30 second annealing at

56.5°C, and a I minute extension at noc, and finally, holding at 8°C. PCR products

were visualized on a 1.0% or 2.0% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. A 100bp

DNA ladder (BioLabs, Inc.) marker was used to infer the size of the PCR products.

ddH20 was used as the negative control.

Cloning 0/DNA/rom PCR Amplification. 12 individual PCR reactions were

cloned into the pCR®2.I plasmid vector using the TA Cloning® Kit (Invitrogen)

according to the manufacturer's instructions. Recombinant plasmids were transformed

into One Shot® TOPIO chemically competent E. coli cells (Invitrogen) according to the

instructions provided by the manufacturer. 50111 and I50lli aliquots of each

transformation reaction were plated onto LB-Amp-Xgal plates. Transformant colonies

were restreaked and then cultured in 2ml ofTB growth medium with 2111 of IOOllg/ml

ampicillin. They were allowed to grow overnight at 37°C with agitation. Following the

manufacturer's instructions, the QIAprep® Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen) was used to

extract and purify the plasmid DNA.

DNA Sequencing and Analysis. The PCR cycle sequencing method was used to

sequence all cloned DNAs at the Pacific Biomedical Research Center, Biotechnology and

Molecular Biology Instrumentation Facility at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa using

an ABI model 377 automated sequencer. The sequencing primers used were the

universal M13 -20 forward (5'-GTAAAACGACGGCCAGT-3') and 24 reverse (5'

AACAGCTATGACCATG-3') primers.
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Sequences obtained were analyzed using the DNAStar software package

(Lasergene). The program EditSeq was used to edit the nucleotide sequence data, while

MegAlign was used for alignments.

Non-Radioactive Labeling. To generate non-radioactively labeled DNA probes,

PCR amplification products were purified and eluded according to the manufacturer's

directions provided with the GENECLEAN® Spin Kit (Bio 101, Inc.). About l~g of

DNA was diluted with ddH20 to a volume of l6~1. This DNA was denatured at 90-95°C

for 15 minutes and immediately placed on ice. 4~1 of Dig DNA High Prime Labeling

Mix (Roche Molecular Biochemicals) was added to the sample. This mixture was

incubated overnight at 37°C. The labeling reaction was then added to 10mls of

prehybridization solution (5x SSC, 0.1 N-lauroylsarcosine, 0.02% SDS, 2X blocking

solution, and 50% deionzied formamide). The quality of the probe was tested by

hybridization to positive and negative controls spotted on dot blots.

Dot Blots. DNA samples of differing concentrations (normally 50ng and 100ng)

were chemically denatured with 3N NaOH at 65°C for 30 minutes before being dotted

onto nylon membranes. The membrane was air dried for 10 minutes, UV crosslinked

(auto crosslink), hybridized, and processed as explained in the Hybridization and

Dectection (with NBT-BCIP solution) sections. To note, the positive control was the

same material used to make the probe and the negative control was pUC 19.

DNA Arrays. Oligonucleotides used in the arrays were synthesized by Operon

Technologies. DNA arrays were produced using a 48-well S&S Minifold® I Slot Blot

Filtration Manifold unit (Schleicher & Schuell). Oligos were usually spotted on the array

at a concentration of200ng (see results for exceptions). The positive control (50ng) was
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the same material used to make the probe, while the negative control (50ng) was pUel9.

The samples to be spotted were chemically denatured with 3N NaOH at 65°e for 30

minutes. As the slot blot apparatus was being assembled, a nylon membrane (Osmonics)

was pre-wetted in ddH20 and soaked in 6x sse. Two GB002 gel blot papers were rinsed

in 6x sse and placed on the filter support plate that was aligned on the vacuum plenum.

The nylon membrane was placed on the two sheets of GB002 blot paper and the sample

well plate was placed on top of the membrane. The clamping plate was placed on the

sample well plate and the apparatus was stabilized via the adjustable stainless steel

latches. A vacuum was applied to the slot blot unit and the wells were washed twice with

500/l1 of 6X sse. The wells were filled with an additional 500/l1 of 6X sse and the

samples were applied to the wells. Once this liquid drained from the slots, the wells were

washed with 500/l1 of 6X sse. The apparatus was then taken apart and the membrane

was air dried for 10 minutes followed by UV crosslinking (UV Stratlinker 1800

Stratagene®).

Hybridization. The nylon membrane was then placed in a sealed seal-a-meal bag

(bag) with 15mls of prehybridization solution and allowed to incubate at 42°e for a

minimum of one hour. The hybridization mixture (Dig-labeled probe DNA in lOmls of

prehybridization solution) was denatured at 90-95°e for 15 minutes and quickly placed

on ice. The prehybridization solution was discarded and the hybridization mixture was

added to the bag for incubation overnight at 42°C.

Detection. The membrane was removed from the bag, the hybridization solution

was recovered and a series of washes were performed. Under normal conditions, the

membrane was washed twice in Wash 1 (2x sse and.O.l % SDS) for five minutes with
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agitation. The membrane was then washed twice in Wash 2 (0.5x SSC and 0.1% SDS

heated to 68°C) for fifteen minutes with agitation. A final wash was done in Buffer 1

(O.IM Tris, pH 7.5; 0.15M NaCl) for 1 minute. The membrane was then placed and

sealed in a bag and incubated in Buffer 2 (1 OX blocking solution diluted to IX in Buffer

1) for 30 minutes with gentle agitation. Buffer 2 was discarded and anti-digoxigenin-AP

antibody solution (diluted to 1:5000 in Buffer 2) was added to the bag for another 30

minute incubation. Following this, the membrane was washed twice in Buffer 1 for 15

minutes with gentle agitation. A final rinse in Buffer 3 (O.IM Tris, pH 9.5; O.lM NaCl;

50 mM MgCh) was done for 2 minutes. To detect the hybridization events between the

probe and target, either a colorimetric or chemiluminescent method was used. For the

colorimetric method, the membrane was incubated (in a sealed bag) in the dark with the

NBT-BCIP solution (200Jll NBT-BCIP liquid in 10mls Buffer 3). The color detection

reaction was left in the dark until desired results were achieved and stopped by washing

in Buffer 4 (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0; ImM EDTA) for 5 minutes. Membranes were digitized

by scanning images into a computer. Using the chemiluminescent method, the membrane

was placed in a bag and 1 ml of ready to go, CSPD® (Roche) was added to the bag. The

liquid was gently spread evenly across the membrane and incubation at room temperature

for 5 minutes took place. The CSPD® liquid was then squeezed from the bag which was

then sealed and incubated at 37°C for 15 minutes. The bag containing the membrane was

placed in a cassette and exposed to X-ray film (Fuji) for 30-90 minutes. Exposed x-ray

films were digitized by scanning images into a computer.
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Chapter 3

Results

3.1 Project Phase 1

EPIC-PCR Analysis. DNA extraction and PCR amplification of genomic DNA

from various Bactrocera specimens using the BdAl primer pair was carried out. B.

dorsalis individuals typically produce a single amplified fragment of 279bp (He &

Haymer, 1994) (Figure 3.1). Likewise, individual specimens representing other species,

with the exception ofB. carambolae, also typically generate a single amplified fragment

of similar size to B. dorsalis. The estimated fragment size of this B. carambolae product

is 253bp (based on the sequencing ofPCR products in Project Phase 2).

DNA Sequencing Analysis. Table 3.1 lists the intron information for several

Bactrocera species that were available from data initially generated by Mei He. The

intron sequences of these species were aligned (Figure 3.2). The B. dorsalis sequence is

being used as a baseline for studies within the complex, while B. latifrons and B. tryoni

are being used as reference species in this study. Focusing on the variation in these

sequences, potential species-specific marker sequences (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2) were

identified and oligonucleotides were synthesized for the construction ofDNA arrays.
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Figure 3.1. EPIC-PCR amplification of the BdAl actin gene using genomic DNA of
various Bactrocera specimens on a 1% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. B.
dorsalis produced a single amplified fragment of 279bp. The product sizes of the other
species are similar to B. dorsalis with the exception ofB. carambolae whose estimated
fragment size is 253bp.
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Table 3.1. Bactrocera specimens available for initial analysis (adal ted from M
Species Individual Origin In B. dorsalis Intron

Name Complex? Size
B. dorsalis Bdor Puna, Hawai' i Yes 99bp

B. carambolae Bcar Thailand Yes 73bp

B. latifrons Blat Hawai'i No 97bp

B. tryoni Btry Australia No 99bp

ei He).

Table 3.2. Bactrocera species-specific oligonucleotide (50-mer) sequences designed and
th ' d fr I h" . f d'syn eSIze om polymorp IC mtron regIOns 0 surveye speCImens.

Oligos Sequence 5' to 3'

Bdor ACAAAAAAGCCAGAAATAATGAATAAAGCCTTTGCGCTGTTTTCGATGTA

Bcar TTTGAATAAAGCGTTTGCGCTGTTTTCGATGTATTCAATCGATTTTTTTA

Blat TACAAAAGAGCTAGAGATAAACAATAAAGCCTTTGCGCTGTTTTCAATTC

Btry AAAGAGCCAGAATGAATGAATAAAGCGTTTGCGCTGTTTTCGATTTATTC

DNA Arrays. To test the specificity of these sequences and to detect optimal

spotting amounts, DNA arrays were constructed with various concentrations of each

oligonucleotide (oligo). Probes were synthesized from individuals of Bactrocera species

using the BdA1 primer pair and used to probe these arrays. When, for example a probe

made from a B. dorsalis individual was used, the results in Figure 3.4 show intense

hybridization only to the B. dorsalis oligo. The hybridization signal emitted by the B.

dorsalis targets (200ng-l OOOng) was rather uniform.

Based on these kind of results, DNA arrays with a lower concentration range

(100-250ng) were tested. Here again, the B. dorsalis actin probe (used in Figure 3.4)

hybridized readily only to its own target sequence (Figure 3.5). The positive signal in
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Figure 3.2. Alignment of intron sequences from B. dorsalis, B. carambolae, B. latifrons, and B. tryoni. Dots represent bases identical
to the B. dorsalis sequence. The changes are shown. Dashes indicate deletions within a sequence.
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Figure 3.3. Alignment of intron sequences from B. dorsalis, B. carambolae, B. latifrons, and B. tryoni showing species-specific
oligonucleotides (boxes) utilized based on sequence variation detected in these individuals.
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Figure 3.4. DNA array analysis to test the specificity of the oligonucleotides (oligos) and to detect optimal spotting amounts.
Various concentrations of species-specific oligos (SObp in length) hybridizing with the B. dorsalis probe synthesized by using the
BdAl primer pair on genomic DNA from a B. dorsalis individual. A graphical representation (left) of the experimental DNA array
(right) showing the orientation ofeach oligo and the controls (positive = SOng of a peR product 279bp in length (same material
used to label the probe); negative = SOng of pUC19). The results show intense hybridization omy to the B. dorsalis oligo. The
hybridization signal emitted by the B. dorsalis targets are rather uniformed.
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the IOOng slot for B. tryoni appears to be an artifact. Some very faint hybridization to the

B. carambolae oligo was detected, but it is clearly distinguishable from the B. dorsalis

hybridization pattern. As another example, when a probe made from a B. latifrons

individual was used to probe the array, the results in Figure 3.6 show intense

hybridization only to the B. latifrons oligo. Some very faint hybridization signal from the

B. dorsalis and B. tryoni oligos were detected, but again, it is clearly distinguishable from

the B. latifrons hybridization pattern. For these experiments, 200ng spots were shown to

produce consistent results.

DNA arrays with 200ng oligo spots were also constructed and probed respectively

with B. carmabolae and B. latifrons probes. In each case, the probe identified its

appropriate target (Figure 3.7 and 3.8) in an easily detectable manner. Based on these

results, 200ng amounts were used in all experiments.

3.2 Project Phase 2

EPIC-PCR Analysis. In this phase, additional individuals of various Bactocera

species were surveyed using PCR amplification of genomic DNA extracted from adult

flies and the BdAI primer pair. The individuals sampled from populations (Puna,

Hawai'i; Okinawa Islands, Japan and Pingtung, Taiwan) ofB. dorsalis produced a single

amplified fragment of 279bp (Figure 3.9 (A)). Likewise, B. papayae individuals from

Malaysia produced a single amplified fragment (Figure 3.9 (B)). The faint bands may

represent weak amplification of other actin genes. B. carambolae individuals from both

Saramacca, Suriname and Malaysia produced variable amplification patterns (Figure 3.9

(C)). A direct comparison of these PCRproducts (Figure 3.9 (D)) shows that, with the

exception ofB. carambolae
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Figure 3.9. EPIC-PCR amplification of the BdAl actin gene using genomic DNA of
various Bactrocera specimens on 2% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide. (A) B.
dorsalis individuals from Puna, Hawai'i; Okinawa Islands, Japan; and Pingtung, Taiwan
produced a single amplified fragment of 279bp with no detectable variation in PCR
product size. A dash (-) denotes the negative control. (B) Results ofB. papayae
individuals from Malaysia are consistent with (A). Faint bands may represent weak
amplification of other actin genes. (C) B. carambolae individuals from Saramacca,
Suriname generate two amplified fragments, while those from Malaysia produce single
and double fragments. (D) Representative individuals of different B. species from (A),
(B), and (C) showing PCR product sizes produced are the same with the exception ofB.
carambolae.
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specimens, there is no detectable variation at the level of PCR product size within B.

dorsalis and B. papayae.

PCR products from 12 individuals were cloned and sequenced. A total of 31

clones were isolated and 25 ofthem were sequenced (Table 3.3). For some individuals,

several individual PCR products were cloned and sequenced to establish or verify

individual genotypes.

DNA Sequencing Analysis. The PCR product and intron sizes obtained from

sequence data are given in Table 3.4. The PCRproduct sizes range from 253-281bp and

the intron sizes range from 73-101bp. The intron size was obtained after removing the

exon sequences. In addition, Table 3.5 lists the intron information for other Bactrocera

specimens examined in this phase from data generated by Mei He.

The intron sequences from individuals of various Bactrocera species were aligned

first within their respective species to identify polymorphisms. The B. dorsalis sequences

aligned in Figure 3.10 reveals that three different sequence variants are present. These

sequence variants were designated as alleles BdorAI, BdorA2, and BdorA3 respectively.

In the alignment, the first sequence represents BdorA1 (allele 1), BdorA2 (allele 2)

corresponds to the second sequence and the third sequence is BdorA3 (allele 3). Once

the alleles were designated, several individual peR products were cloned and sequenced

for some individuals to help verify their genotype (Table 3.6).

Identification ofAllele Specific Oligos. Using the variation detected in these

sequences, allele specific sequences that encompass these polymorphisms were identified

and oligos were synthesized based on these sequences (Table 3.7).
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dTable 3.3. Additional B -- - - - - - - - -- - r - - ---- - -- - - --- - --

Species Individual Gender Origin In B. dorsalis Complex? # of PCR Products # of Clones
Cloned Sequenced

B. dorsalis I Female Puna, Hawai' i Yes 4 3
2 Male Puna, Hawai' i 5 3

B.papavae I Female Malaysia Yes 2 2
2 Female Malaysia 2 2
3 Male Malaysia 2 2
4 Male Malaysia 2 2
5 Male Malaysia 4 4

B. carambolae I ? Saramacca,Suriname Yes 3 I
2 ? Saramacca,Suriname 3 2
I Female Malaysia 2 2

5 Male Malaysia I I
6 Male Malaysia I I

31 = Total 25 = Total
~
tv



Table 3.4. Actin PCR product and intron size for individuals ofBactrocera specimens
(listed in Table 3.3) that were cloned and sequenced. Multiple copies of the PCR product
b . d d D . d' 'd Io tame were sequence or some m IVI ua s.

Species Individual Clone Name PCR Product Size (bp) Intron Size (bp)
B. dorsalis 1 BdorPl.l 279 99

BdorPl.2 279 99
BdorPl.3 279 99

2 BdorP2.1 279 99
BdorP2.2 279 99
BdorP2.3 279 99

B.papayae 1 BpapMl.l 279 99
BpapMl.2 281 101

2 BpapM2.1 279 99
BpapM2.2 279 99

3 BpapM3.1 279 99
BpapM3.2 279 99

4 BpapM4.1 279 99
BpapM4.2 279 99

5 BpapM5.1 278 99
BpapM5.2 278 99
BpapM5.3 279 99
BpapM5.4 279 99

B. carambolae 1 BearS1 253 73
2 BcarS2.1 253 73

BcarS2.2 276 96
1 BcarMl.l 256 76

BcarM1.2 256 76
5 BcarM5 276 96
6 BcarM6 253 73

Table 3.5. Other Bactrocera specimens examined (adapted from Mei He).
Species Individual Name Ori2in Intron Size
B. dorsalis Bdor2 Kalaheo, Kaua' i, Hawai' i 99bp

Bdor3 Thailand 99bp
B. carambolae Bcar2 Thailand 96bp
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Table 3.6. Allele identification of clones sequenced for individuals of various
B .actrocera speCIes.
Species Individual Orhdn Clone Name Allele Identified
B. dorsalis Bdor Puna, Hawai' i Bdor BdorAl

Bdor2 Kahaleo, Kaua'i, Hawai'i Bdor2 BdorA2
Bdor3 Thailand Bdor3 BdorA3
1 Puna, Hawai' i BdorPl.l BdorAl

BdorP1.2 BdorAl
BdorP1.3 BdorAl

2 Puna, Hawai' i BdorP2.l BdorAI
BdorP2.2 BdorAl
BdorP2.3 BdorAl

B.papayae 1 Malaysia BpapMl.l BpapA3
BpapM1.2 BpapAl

2 Malaysia BpapM2.l BpapA2
BpapM2.2 BpapA2

3 Malaysia BpapM3.l BpapA3
BpapM3.2 BpapA3

4 Malaysia BpapM4.l BpapA2
BpapM4.2 BpapA3

5 Malaysia BpapM5.l BpapA3
BpapM5.2 BpapA3
BpapM5.3 BpapA3
BpapM5.4 BpapA3

B. carambolae Bcar Thailand Bcar BcarAl
Bcar2 Thailand Bcar2 BcarA2
1 Saramacca, Suriname BcarSl BcarAl
2 Saramacca, Suriname BcarS2.l BcarAl

BcarS2.2 BcarA2
5 Malaysia BcarM5 BcarA2
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Table 3.7. B. dorsalis species-specific oligonucleotide (50-mer) sequences identified and
h . d fJ I h" . f d'synt eSIze rom pOlymorpJ IC mtron regIOns 0 surveye speCImens.

Oligos Sequence 5' to 3'

BdorAI ACAAAAAAGCCAGAAATAATGAATAAAGCCTTTGCGCTGTTTTCGATGTA

BdorA2 ACAAAAAAGCCAGAAATAATGAATAAAGCGTTTACGCTGTTTTCGATCTA

BdorA3 ACAAAAAAGCCAGAAATAATGAATAAAGCGTTTACGCTGTTTTCGATGTA

The B. papayae sequences are aligned in Figure 3.11. Four sequence variants are

shown. Three sequence variants were designated as alleles and named, BpapA1,

BpapA2, and BpapA3 resepctively. Here also, the genotype of individuals could be

inferred upon the designation of alleles (Table 3.6). Also, as was done for B. dorsalis,

allele specific sequences encompassing these variants were identified and oligos were

synthesized (Table 3.8).

Table 3.8. B. papavae species-specific oligonucleotide (50-mer) sequences.
Oligos Sequence 5' to 3'

BpapAI CTACAAAAAAGCCAGAAATAGTCAATAAAGCGTTTACGCTGTTTTCGATG

BpapA2 ACAAAAAAGCCAGAAATAATGAATAAAGCCTTTGCGCTGTTTTCGATGTA

BpapA3 ACAAAAGAGCCAGAGAGAATGAATAAAGCCTTTGCGCTGTTTTCGATGTA

The alignment ofB. carambolae sequences is in Figure 3.12. Here again,

sequence variants shown, some of which include a large deletion. Two sequence variants

were designated as alleles and named respectively, BcarAI and BcarA2. In the

alignment, the first sequence represents BcarAI (allele 1). BcarA2 (allele 2) corresponds

to the second sequence. Again, the genotype of individuals could be inferred upon the
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Figure 3.11. Alignment of intron sequences ofB. papayae individuals.
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designation of alleles (Table 3.6). Also, as was done for B. dorsalis and B. papayae,

allele specific sequences encompassing these variants were identified and oligos were

synthesized (Table 3.9).

Table 3.9. B. carambolae species-specific oligonucleotide (50-mer) sequences.
Oligos Sequence 5' to 3'

BcarAI TTTGAATAAAGCGTTTGCGCTGTTTTCGATGTATTCAATCGATTTTTTTA

BcarA2 ACAAAAGAGCCAGAAATAATGAATAAAGCGTTTGCGCTGTTTTCGATGTA

The sequence variants detected in all of these species are shown (Figure 3.13). It

is interesting to note that the alleles BdorAI and BpapA2 are identical. The lines in

Figure 3.14 represent the species-specific oligos identified in both phases of this project

as they encompass the polymorphisms that represent the allelic variants identified. DNA

arrays for genotype and species identification were constructed based on the sequences

identified that encompass the allele specific polymorphisms.

3.3 DNA Arrays

Array Validation. DNA arrays were first constructed to validate their use for

genotyping and identifying known specimens. For example, Figure 3.15 shows the

results of a probe made from individual #2 of the B. dorsalis Puna collection. Among the

B. dorsalis allele specific oligos, hybridization is seen only to BdorAI. The BpapA2

allele is also identified because it is identical to BdorAI. Sequence data (Table 3.6)

showed that this individual was homozygous for the allele BdorAI. Therefore, the

results of sequencing and DNA array analysis are consistent and support the inference

that this individual is homozygous for allele 1 of B. dorsalis.
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Figure 3.13. Alignment of intron sequence variants identified as alleles present in different Bactrocera species.
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Figure 3.14. Alignment of allele sequences of different Bactrocera species showing species-specific oligos (lines) utilized based on
sequence variation detected in these individuals.
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Figure 3.15 DNA array hybridized with a B. dorsalis probe synthesized using the BdAl primer pair on genomic DNA from
individual 2 ofPuna (90 minutes exposure time). Sequence information infers this individual is homozygous for allele 1 ofB.
dorsalis. The probe identifies the BdorA1 and BpapA2 targets, as their sequences are identical. Results from sequence data
and DNA array analysis are in agreement.



Figure 3.16 shows the results of a probe made from a B. papayae individual (1) of

Malaysia. Here, alleles 1 and 3 ofB. papayae are identified. Again, the sequencing data

showing the genotype of this individual (Table 3.6) and the DNA array results are in

agreement with one another in inferring that this individual is heterozygous for allele 1

and allele 3 ofB. papayae. A probe was also made from B. papayae individual #2 of

Malaysia. This identified allele 2 of B. papayae and allele 1 ofB. dorsalis (Figure 3.17).

Here again, the sequencing and DNA array results both show that this individual is

homozygous for allele 2 ofB. papayae.

Another approach to using these arrays would be to attempt to genotype an

individual as an alternative to sequencing. For this purpose, a probe was made from

individual 5 ofB. papayae. In this case, the probe hybridized only to allele 3 ofB.

papayae suggesting that this individual is homozygous for allele 3 (Figure 3.18). This

was validated by the sequencing results (Table 3.6, B. papayae 5).

These results are presented in a summary manner in Table 3.10.

Table 3.10. DNA array hybridization pattern indicative of a Bactrocera specimen's
. "fi d fj dgenotype in com Janson to Its III erre genotype rom sequence ata.

Species Individual Inferred Genotypes Sequence Agrees with
Array Reaction?

B. dorsalis 2 BdorAl/BdorA1 Yes

B.papayae 1 BpapA1/BpapA3 Yes

2 BpapA2/BpapA2 Yes
5 BpapA3/BpapA3 Yes

Testfor Unknown. Finally, an unknown specimen was provided to me for

identification. A probe was made from the genomic DNA of this individual and used on
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Figure 3.16. DNA array hybridized with a B. papayae probe made from individual 1 ofMalaysia (30 minutes exposure time).
Sequence data implies this individual is heterozygous for allele 1 and 3 ofB. papayae, which is supported when the probe
identified the BpapA1 and BpapA3 targets.
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Figure 3.17. DNA array hybridized with a B. papayae probe made from individual 2 ofMalaysia (90 minutes exposure
time). Sequence data suggests this indjvidual is homozygous for allele 2 ofB. papayae, which is strengthened when the
probe identified the BpapA2 and BdorA1 targets.
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Figure 3.18. DNA array hybridized with a B. papayae probe made from individual 5 ofMalaysia (30 minutes exposure time).
The probe identified the BpapA3 target, which implies this individual is homozygous for this allele. This result is consistent
with sequencing information.



the array. The BpapA2 allele was identified as well as BdorAl (Figure 3.19). This result

suggests that this is either a B. papayae or B. dorsalis individual homozygous for either

of these alleles. There was also a faint hybridization to BpapA3. This result may be an

artifact or may represent another allelic variant whose sequence is similar to BpapA3.

The specimen was revealed to be B. papayae.
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Figure 3.19. DNA array hybridized with a probe made from a specimen provided as an unknown (30 minutes exposure time).
The probe identified the BpapA2 and BdorAl targets suggesting this is either a B. papayae or B. dorsalis individual
homozygous for either of these aUeles. There is also a faint hybridization to BpapA3. This result may be an artifact or may
represent another aUelic variant whose sequence is similar to BpapAJ. The specimen was revealed to be B. papavae.



Chapter 4

Discussion

Overview ofApproach Used. The results show that intron sequences can be used

as genetic markers to detect genetic variation within and between closely related species

of the B. dorsalis complex. Using the variation detected, sequences that encompass

relevant polymorphisms have been identified. Allele specific oligonucleotides

corresponding to these sequences have been synthesized. These oligonucleotides

represent genetic markers, which can be used in a DNA array format for genotyping and

species identification.

Identification ofAlleles Based on Intron Variation. We have utilized this

approach to identify the genetic variation of known specimens ofB. dorsalis, B. papayae

and B. carambolae. Their intron sequences were first amplified from genomic DNA

using the BdA1 actin specific primer pair. The amplification products were then cloned

into plasmid vectors and sequenced. Sequences obtained were aligned within their

respective species to identify regions of variability. The sequence variants that the

alignments revealed can be designated as alleles. For example, the B. dorsalis sequences

were aligned. Three sequence variants are shown. These sequence variants were

designated as alleles BdorA1, BdorA2, and BdorA3 respectively. In the alignment, the

first sequence represents BdorA1 (allele 1), BdorA2 (allele 2) corresponds to the second

sequence and the third sequence is BdorA3 (allele 3). Once the alleles were designated,

several individual peR products were cloned and sequenced for some individuals, which

helped to verify their genotype.
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The B. papayae sequences were aligned. Four sequence variants are shown.

Three sequence variants were designated as alleles and named, BpapAI, BpapA2, and

BpapA3 resepctively. Here also, the genotype of individuals could be inferred upon the

designation of alleles.

The B. carambolae sequences were aligned. Sequence variants are shown, some

of which include a large deletion. Two sequence variants were designated as alleles and

named respectively, BcarAI and BcarA2. In the alignment, the first sequence represents

BcarAI (allele I). BcarA2 (allele 2) corresponds to the second sequence. Again, the

genotype of individuals could be inferred upon the designation of alleles.

Identification ofAllele Specific Dligos and Construction ofDNA Arrays. Using

the variation detected in the intron sequences ofknown specimens, allele specific

sequences that encompass these polymorphisms were identified. Oligonucleotides

corresponding to these variable sequences were synthesized. DNA arrays for genotype

and species identification were constructed using these oligonucleotides. DNA arrays

were constructed by fixing oligos to a substrate.

To test the specificity of these sequences and to detect optimal spotting amounts,

DNA arrays were constructed with various concentrations of each oligonucleotide

(oligo). Probes were synthesized from individuals of Bactrocera species using the BdAl

primer pair and used to probe these arrays. When, for example a probe made from a B.

dorsalis individual was used, the results show intense hybridization only to the B.

dorsalis oligo. The hybridization signal emitted by the B. dorsalis targets (200ng

IOOOng) was rather uniform.
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Based on these kind of results, DNA arrays with a lower concentration range

(IOO-250ng) were tested. Here again, the B. dorsalis actin probe (used above) hybridized

readily only to its own target sequence. The positive signal in the IOOng slot for B. tryoni

appears to be an artifact. Some very faint hybridization signals to the B. carambolae

oligo was detected, but it is clearly distinguishable from the B. dorsalis hybridization

pattern. As another example, when a probe made from a B. latifrons individual was used

to probe the array, the results show intense hybridization only to the B. latifrons oligo.

Some very faint hybridization signals to the B. dorsalis and B. tryoni oligo was detected,

but again, it is clearly distinguishable from the B. latifrons hybridization pattern. For

these experiments, 200ng spots were shown to produce consistent results.

DNA arrays with 200ng oligo spots were also constructed and probed respectively

with B. carmabolae and B. latifrons actin probes. In each case, the probe identified its

appropriate target in an easily detectable manner. Based on these results, 200ng amounts

were used in all experiments.

Validation ofArray. To validate the use of these arrays, probes were first derived

from known specimens using the BdAI primer pair. It is expected that a probe derived

from a known specimen will identify only the oligo targets on the array representing the

alleles carried by the speciemen. This expectation was validated using a probe made

from B. dorsalis Puna individual #2. The probe made from this individual hybridized

only to the oligo corresponding to allele BdorAI and not to any other B. dorsalis oligo on

the array. This individual was known to be homozygous for the allele BdorAI based on

the sequencing of several individual peR products. The BpapA2 allele was also

identified because its sequence is identical to BdorAI. Therefore, results of sequencing
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and DNA array analysis are consistent showing that this individual is homozygous for the

allele BdorAl.

Another validation was made when a probe was made from B. papayae individual

#1. The probe made from this individual hybridized only to the oligos corresponding to

alleles BpapAl and BpapA3. Here again, sequencing of individual clones from this

individual showed that it was heterozygous for the alleles BpapAland BpapA3. Here

also, the results of sequencing and DNA array analysis are in agreement with one another

in inferring that this individual is heterozygous for the alleles BpapAl and BpapA3.

A third validation of this method was made when a probe for B. papayae

individual #2 was made. The probe made from this individual hybridized only to the

oligo corresponding to allele BpapA2 and not to any other B. papayae oligo on the array.

Again, sequencing of individual clones from this individual showed that it was

homozygous for the allele BpapA2. The probe also identifies BdorAl, as these

sequences are identical. Here again, the sequencing and DNA array results both show

that this individual is homozygous for the allele BpapA2.

Another approach to using these DNA arrays is in the attempt to genotype an

individual as an alternative to sequencing. This approach was validated when a probe

was made from B. papayae individual #5. This probe hybridized only to the oligo

representing allele BpapA3. This suggests this individual is homozygous for BpapA3.

Sequencing of individual clones from this individual revealed that it was homozygous for

the allele BpapA3. Both the DNA array and sequencing results are in agreement with

one another as it shows that this individual is homozygous for the allele BpapA3.
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The final approach of using these DNA arrays involves the identification of

unknown specimen. This was validated when a probe was made from an unknown (to

me) individual and used on the array. In this case, the allele BpapA2 is identified as well

as the allele BdorAI suggesting that this is either a B. papayae or B. dorsalis individual

homozygous for either of these alleles. There was also a faint hybridization to BpapA3.

This result may be an artifact or may represent another allelic variant whose sequence is

similar to BpapA3. The specimen was revealed to be B. papayae.

In conclusion after several rounds of testing, the use of DNA arrays for genotype

and species identification has been validated. Genetic markers that are species-specific

can be identified from polymorphic intron regions of known specimen and used in a

DNA array type format. Also, the appropriate hybridization signals of these species can

easily be detected and distinguished from one another.

Results and Other Works. Relevant to the results found in this project are the

findings reported in three studies that used different genetic markers to detect genetic

variation of species within the B. dorsalis complex. It is interesting to note that the

variation detected in this project between B. dorsalis and B. papayae is similar to that

reported by Yong (1995). He found that there is very little genetic variation between the

two as they could not be distinguished at any allozyme loci used in his study. This is not

far fetched as B. papayae and B. dorsalis (Hendel) was once thought to be a single

species (reviewed by Muraji & Nakahara, 2001). Muraji & Nakahara (2001) using

mitochondrial DNA as a marker, also showed that B. dorsalis, B. papayae, and B.

carambolae could not be resolved. Armstrong et al. (1997) reports the use of nuclear

DNA as a marker on these same species. Their results also showed that these species
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could not always be easily differentiated from one another. In this project, it was found

that individual B. dorsalis, B. papayae, and B. carambolae could be distinguished from

one another in all cases except where the sequence for allele BdorA1 and BpapA2 are

identical. These findings suggest that depending on the allele frequency, it may be

difficult to distinguish populations ofB. dorsalis versus populations ofB. papayae.

Re & Raymer (1997) previously used intron sequences to detect the genetic

variation within and between individuals from various B. dorsalis populations and the

identification of alleles based on DNA sequence variants. These alleles were

successfully used to infer the genotype of individuals. From their study as well as the

data reported here, it is clear that not all of the relationships of individuals from the

various populations are distinct. In some cases, for example because the sequences for

BdorAl and BpapA2 are identical, the identification and genotype of the unknown

specimens can only be narrowed down and not determined definitively. For these cases,

more studies need to be done to detect other forms of genetic variation between

individuals ofB. dorsalis and B. papayae.

It is evident that DNA markers differ in the level of variation they reveal. In

several cases, other DNA markers have been used to reveal polymorphisms present in

insect populations. For example, Anopheles mosquito populations have been analyzed

using DNA markers such as RAPD, AFLP, microsatellites, and ITS (Internal Transcribed

Spacer) (Beebe & Cooper, 2000). The use ofAFLP (Kakouli-Duarte et aI., 2001) and

ITS ((Douglas & Raymer, 2001) markers in Ceratitis capitata and Ceratitis rosa and the

use of microsatellite loci in Componotus ants (Macaranas et aI., 2001) have also been

reported. The examination of the genetic composition of populations within species like
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B. dorsalis and other members of the complex will likely be of critical importance for

identification purposes and the resolution of these systematic relationships. With the

elucidation of these types of molecular systematic relationships, a better framework may

also be developed to address the relationships of Tephritid species at other taxonomic

levels.

Final Remarks. It is clearly evident that much remains unknown and unresolved

about these species and their relationships. More extensive molecular studies on these

and other members of species within the B. dorsalis complex may provide tools to

accurately identify these species as well as to determine their systematic relationships.

Perhaps, the use of both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA makers will provide a better

picture of the genetic relationships both within and between species in this complex

(Muraji & Nakahara, 2001). As Mayr (1996) notes, species that exist within species

complexes may not be morphologically distinct from one another upon visual

examination, but genetic variation exists among them, so the question becomes how this

variation will be detected and resolved. As such, each DNA-based technique has

advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, the technique and the molecule or form of

variation to be characterized should be carefully chosen to address the biological question

at hand. Each can then be evaluated through trial studies where the results obtained

should be scrutinized with suitable statistical tests. It is only upon the completion of such

a rigorous procedure that the power of molecular systematics will be recognized and

appreciated (Moritz and Hillis, 1996).

Future Work. Since DNA markers or characters that are species specific have

been identified in this project, more sequences will be obtained to identify additional
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species-specific oligos representing individuals from different species within the

complex, and possibly populations within each species. Ultimately, a database of known

sequences will be created. Once this database is created, arrays will be constructed using

known specimens for the purposes of identifying known and unknown specimens. An

additional benefit is that these identifications can be made using material from any stage

of the life cycle. And finally, these same sequences may be useful to analyze systematic

relationships between species.
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